
Introduction
In frontier basins, quantitative prospect analysis is challenging. Such is the case in the Orphan Basin where well data is limited to the shelfal region and structural 
highs within the deep basin environment. Currently, four wells have intersected reservoir quality sands in present day deepwater settings (East Orphan) and the 
elastic behavior of the rocks as measured from log data suggest favorable conditions for AVO analysis. AVO is currently being applied in the adjacent Flemish Pass 
where recent discoveries are giving key insights into valuable prospect identification techniques. This poster session proposes an AVO modeling methodology for 
Tertiary play trends and shows results over the Cape Freels prospect within the Orphan Basin.  

Modern long offset, broadband seismic data acquired by PGS in partnership with Nalcor Energy and TGS have identified a new play trend within Newfoundland and 
Labrador’s offshore environment. Intriguing Tertiary AVO anomalies within large scale, basin floor fan complexes have sparked renewed interest in the under 
explored Orphan Basin off Newfoundland’s NE coast. Upcoming bid rounds within the area have driven the need for in-depth seismic analysis of these features. 

To lay the groundwork for prospect analysis, Nalcor Energy commissioned a regional rock physics study for the Orphan Basin, Flemish Pass and Labrador Shelf 
through Ikon Science Ltd. Within the study, regional depth trends and elastic relationships were derived from well data for major facies, which are important building  
blocks for estimating reservoir properties at depth. The study is published on the Nalcor Energy website: http://www.nalcorenergy.com/OILGAS/rock-physics.asp.

The workflow proposed in this study takes Ikon Science’s regional rock physics work and incorporates uncertainty and local deviations from the regional trends 
evident in existing data within the basin for robust model creation. Data incorporated into this workflow includes seismic interpretation, seismic velocity analysis, 
basin modeling work, and offset well data. The resulting models can be used for seismic data matching and log consistent geological property prediction for Tertiary 
prospects within the Orphan Basin. 

Figure 1: 2016 Call for Bids in the Orphan Basin displayed along with Mesozoic 
basin outlines, existing licenses, wells and seismic data. 

Qualitative Analysis of the Fan Complex
The Cape Freels prospect, a deep marine turbidite fan complex, sits in a thick Tertiary section approximately 3250 m below mudline and in 1500 m of water. Current 
interpretations show the complex is up to 250 m thick with an aerial footprint over 40 km wide and 50 km in length. Seismic interpretation, spectral imaging and 
geobody extraction show evidence for multiple complexes and distributary channel systems. 

Figure 2: Near vs Far depth converted 3D seismic angle stacks 
across the Cape Freels prospect. 
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Near and far depth converted angle stacks 
show the seismic character of an Eocene fan 
complex in depth. This comparison shows that 
the fan is brightening with offset in contrast to 
an overall dimming over the rest of the section. 
Several interesting features are apparent 
within the images: 

1. Large scale fan complex preferentially 
brightening on the far stack in structural highs.

2. Fan main feeder channel.

3. Constant depth line corresponding to a 
regional amplitude shutoff across the entire 
fan complex.

4. Pressure release structure showing 
indications of fluid migration into the fan 
complex. 

5. Basin depo-center showing a thick 
Mesozoic sediment package and the 
presence of Jurassic.

Insights from seismic interpretation:

Ÿ Seismically, the fan complex is not mapable on the near stack (5º-17º); however, the far offsets (25º-37º and 35º-47º) show the fan clearly by its deviation from 
background amplitudes (Figure 2).  

Ÿ  AVO shows Class II/IIp over the entirety of the fan complex; however, the character of the Class II/IIp response differs between the structurally high and low areas 
of the fan (Figure 3).

Ÿ Depth converted volumes show clear regional amplitude conformance to structure.
Ÿ Abrupt gradient decrease on the top fan horizon is coincident with the far stack amplitude conformance to structure. 
Ÿ Lack of near stack reflectivity suggests that the sands and shales have similar acoustic impedances at prospect depth (clean sands slightly higher).

Figure 4: RGB spectral blend of intercept volume over fan complex. Features include feeder channel, 
distributary channels, multiple complexes, noise train near center of fan (compliments of PGS).

Process
The objective of the modeling exercise was to derive lithology and reservoir properties based on existing trends in the region that match the pre-
stack seismic character.

2D modeling and rock physics workflow:

Ÿ Analysis of well data in the Orphan Basin to quantify local sand and shale properties and relationships.
Ÿ Derivation of expected elastic properties for interval of interest from established regional depth trends and rock physics models (RPMs).
Ÿ Identification and implementation of local deviations from regional trends via basin modeling, local well data, and seismic velocity data.
Ÿ Seismic scaling workflow for seismic to model comparisons in the reflectivity domain.
Ÿ Derivation of expected fluid properties at depth.
Ÿ Lithology, porosity, cementation, and fluid perturbation analysis using empirically conforming rock physics trends on layercake 2D models for 

seismic data matching in Intercept/Gradient space.  
Ÿ Generation of 2D property models from horizon interpretations and the Intercept/Gradient data matching exercise for comparison to seismic 

sections in 2D and 3D data.

Figure 5: Comparison of Interval Velocity model from seismic and 
log velocities from the Margaree A-49 well. Note the good 
correlation over the shale intervals within the Tertiary.

Figure 6: Velocity trace extracted from 
3D interval velocity volume over the fan. 
Velocity profile shows a slight velocity 
reversal and anomalously low velocity 
values in the lower half of the Tertiary 
section when compared to regional 
depth trends.

Shale Properties

Rho = 0.118*Vp ^ 0.376 Vs = 0.67Vp – 628.1

Figure 7: Tertiary shale Vp/Rho and Vp/Vs relationships within deep water Orphan Basin wells 
plotted against Tertiary shale data from the basin. Empirical  (2002) Greenberg-Castagna
relationships for sands and shales are displayed against the empirically derived trend for the 
Orphan Basin (red line) for comparative purposes in the Vp/Vs plot. 

Velocity Insights Sand Properties

Figure 8: Comparison of modeled cementation between Tertiary, 
Cretaceous and Jurassic sands intersected within the Orphan 
Basin. 

Figure 9: Vp/Vs regional trend and Margaree A-49 trend plotted against Lona    
O-55 Jurassic sand data on the right and Margaree A-49 Jurassic sand data on 
the left. 

Perturbation Models

Figure 10: Three sand cementation cases within a bounding shale lithology varying porosity in the reservoir sand from 10-30%. Plotted below each layer cake model are the corresponding AVO 
curves (11-41) for various fluids phases ranging from brine to gas which were calculated at expected reservoir temperatures and pressures.

Ÿ As cementation increases, higher porosity values are required to fit the intercept response seen in the data (low reflectivity in the nears).
Ÿ As cementation increases, the fluid effect decreases.
Ÿ As porosity increases, the gradient decreases.

The Cape Freels prospect has been modeled as two separate bodies given that the 
seismic suggests different properties in the upper and lower half of the complex. One 
complexity to consider in the modeling workflow is how to incorporate shale. Turbidity 
currents produce a vertical succession known as the Bouma Sequence, but the ideal 
vertical succession is rarely preserved in any one place. Instead a shingling is 
generally present after deposition is complete that shows a proximal to distal 
increase in muddy layers (Tucker, 2001). To honor this depositional model, when 
shale was added to the model it was as a matrix agent as opposed to a pore filling 
agent.  Given that the dominant frequency around the fan is low (~ ), the mean 20 Hz
seismic response is likely averaging the clean sand and shale layers over much of 
the fan showing a consistent result with the simplified modeling case displayed in the 
results. 

Lithology Investigation

Results
Layer cake models for perturbation analysis, presented above, were investigated to converge on best fits to the scaled angle stacks. Modeling 
matches to the data are presented in Intercept/Gradient plots (Figures 15, 16). The associated properties for the modeling match are listed in 
Table 1.  

Inferred from the internal reflectivity within the fan complex is the presence of an upper and lower unit with distinctively different reservoir 
properties. This is reflected in the final models via the division of the fan into 2 separate units for modeling (Figure 18). The upper unit being sand 
dominated and the lower unit more shale dominated.

One of the objectives of the modeling exercise was to investigate the validity of the interpretation of the regional amplitude shut-off in the far stack 
as a fluid contact as opposed to a lithologic event. For this reason, the lithology of the upper unit was held constant so as not to invoke any 
lithologically related effects into the model around the potential fluid contact. Evidence of a slight increase in Intercept (AI) and corresponding 
decrease in gradient is observed moving across the amplitude shutoff at the top fan reflection (Figure 17). Since this effect is consistent with a 
fluid phase change, the modeling exercise shows that a fluid interpretation here is valid.  

Modeling gas cases results in pronounced changes in intercept across the proposed fluid contact. The data shows evidence of a subtle increase 
which is one reason why oil cases with moderate GOR’s show a better fit to the data. The modeling case presented here shows the results of a 
30API oil with an associated GOR of 50 l/l.

The peak at the contact between the upper and lower fan complex also shows increased amplitudes in the updip section (Figure 18). It is flat in 
areas with some observed undulation in others. This peak appears to pinch out horizontally at the amplitude shut off while the base of the unit 
continues down dip and out towards the distal portion of the fan (Figure 17). Although a peak is not seen on the near stack at this interval as could 
be expected at a fluid contact, the AVO in the higher angle stacks supports a potential amalgamated lithologic and fluid response near the base of 
the upper fan complex. The modeling results show that an OWC will be of low amplitude and likely not visible on the near stack given the noise 
level in the data. One explanation for the undulatory nature of the contact above the fluid line is oil saturation in the upper sandy complex and no 
saturation in the lower shale dominated complex.

2D Model Outputs

Figure 17: A compressed AVO plot across a modeled line. The pre-stack responses all show negative gradients along the top fan horizon; the height of the 
lines are a representation of the magnitude of the gradient and the top value is representation of the near stack amplitude at the top of the fan. The pink 
response is the seismic data response across the top fan horizon pick. The green response is the modeled result across the top fan horizon pick.

Figure 18: Collage display of modeled angle stacks (left) vs seismic angle stack (center) and model properties (right).

Conclusions and Recommendations
Local rock physics modeling and seismic data matching show the Cape Freels prospect can be matched to an oil water scenario with moderate to high 
reservoir quality characteristics in the upper unit. 

Low cementation cases best matched the scaled intercept and gradient responses.

The fact that a match was established from locally derived data and rock physics trends increases confidence in the replication of realistic geologic 
scenarios and reservoir properties in an area of limited well control where data constraints are important for reducing uncertainty in the modeling.

Alternate scenarios can be modeled to fit the data; however, the proposed modeled case is the favored scenario given the seismic interpretation 
(regional constant depth amplitude shut-off), fluid phase modeling from regional pressure studies (one expected fluid phase), basin analysis work, and 
regional depth trend insights (porosity range).

Recommended work as a result of this analysis include:

Ÿ Data could benefit from additional noise attenuation and angle stack alignment, with a focus on the interval around the anomaly for AVO extraction. 
Near stack amplitudes are near zero at the top of the fan making alignment and interpretation of the near stack response difficult. 

Ÿ Possible stretch in the far stacks creates some apparent misalignments; however, the far stack amplitude response is important to incorporate into the 
interpretation. Potential corrections/workarounds for this effect should be considered. 

Ÿ Further scaling investigation. Scaling the seismic in this case is a complex process with inherent uncertainty as no well data currently exists within the 
3D dataset.  Scalars applied to the dataset directly impact the modeling results using this methodology. 

Figure 14: Model trends in Intercept/Gradient 
space. 

Figure 16: I/G point density plots for structurally high (left plot) and 
structurally low (right plot) portion of fan complex showing modeled fit to 
data (circles).The point overlays on the density plot display the model fit I/G 
response. Red points are the structurally high part of the fan model and the 
blue points are the structurally low portion of the fan model.
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Figure 3: Mean AVO fro over fan complex showing structurally high AVO response m 2D dataset 
(green) vs structurally low AVO response (blue).
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Figure 13: Illustrating stratigraphy moving across a 
turbidite complex (Tucker, 2001).

~2100 TVDml

Interval velocities were used as inputs into the bounding shale properties for modeling, as they show good correlation to calibrated velocity logs 
(Figure 5) and because the velocity profile is unique in the area of the fan. Using interval velocities should also account for any overpressure 
effects on the bounding shales. The velocities extracted from the seismic volumes were deviated +/- 10% in the modeling workflow to optimize 
the seismic fit as  interval velocities are close to measured data but are not perfect. 

Figure 6 shows velocity retardation in the lower half of the Tertiary from interval velocity volumes around the fan complex. Blue H-28 and Baie 
Verte J-57, both of which intersect thick Tertiary sections, also show evidence of velocity values below the regional trend but to a lesser extent. 

The derivation of expected bounding elastic properties for shales were then derived from interval velocity values using local Vp-Rho and Vp-Vs 
relationships from the Tertiary section (Figures 7).

Appropriate rock physics models to describe Tertiary sands were more difficult to define given the limited sand data in the Orphan Basin. 
Cementation rates appear higher in the Jurassic than in the Cretaceous and Tertiary; however, the higher values do not correlate with present 
day depth below mudline (Figure 8). Given the cementation uncertainty, multiple cementation scenarios were tested when matching AVO 
responses within the fan via the use of constant cement rock physics models (Avseth, 2005). Limited well data suggests that low cementation 
values are likely within the Tertiary and Cretaceous. 

Given that Vp/Vs relationships for sands also have variability within the basin (Figure 9), perturbations of these values were investigated as well 
in the modeling workflow.

Porosity values for sands were derived from regionally established trends at depth to target (3200 TVDml) and Vp and Rho values were 
generated from multiple cementation cases for input into the modeling workflow. These derived cases were then perturbed along rock physics 
trend lines so as to honor the well data while matching the seismic pre-stack response (Figure 10). 
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Figure 11: Varying bounding lithology velocities +/- 10% to account for variability in Vint fit to 
well data while maintaining local Vp-Rho and Vp-Vs derivations. 
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Figure 12: Varying velocity ratio of reservoir sands between regional trend and Margaree A-49 
relationship which is off trend from other sands in the basin. 

Varying properties with inherent uncertainty to optimize fit to seismic data

1% Constant Cement Sand - Vp/Vs Ratio1.94 1.84

2.13

Figure 15: Scaled Intercept/Gradient 
response of seismic along the Top Fan 
horizon.
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Vs = 0.661Vp – 315
Margaree Sand Data

Margaree A-49 Vp/Vs Sand
Regional Vp/Vs Relationship

Lona Sand Data

Margaree A-49 Vp/Vs Sand
Regional Vp/Vs Relationship

Vs = 0.724Vp – 674

Table 1: Modeled properties of the Cape Freels prospect
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